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The Pauli principle characterizes. the relative state between clusters in the overlapping 
region of them. A theory to clarify the role of the Pauli principle in the interaction be
tween clusters in a simple way' is proposed. The equation of motion, for the relative state, 
obtained as a consequence of the total antisymmetrization, excludes naturally the states for
bidden by the Pauli principle. The relative state is mainly determined by the orthogonality 

. condition to the forbidden states for the inside and by a local potential for the outside. It is 
shown that both the characteristic inner oscillation and the almost energy-independent nodes 
of the relative wave function, which appear in the a:-a: scattering and are interpreted as the 
origin of the effective repulsive core, are produced by this orthogonality condition. The fea
tures of the a:-a: scattering are clarified on the basis of the theory proposed. 

§ 1. Introduction 

Recently, the interaction between a-particles at low energies has been investi
gated on the basis of realistic nuclear forces. The a-a interaction has an interest
ing feature that it produces only weak relative binding for two a-particles in 
spite of the strong internal binding of itself. This understanding brings about 
a new viewpoint on the structure of light nuclei. 2

) In recent decade investigations 
on light nuclei have shown the importance of the a-like four-body correlation.3

),4) 

When this correlation is predominant, the usual Hartree potential becomes un
stable and the appearance of this situation characterized by the weak relative 
binding and the strong internal binding will lead us to a niolecular viewpoint 
of light nuclei. 4

) Therefore, it is indispensable for developing further the under
standing of the structure of light nuclei to clarify the mechanism causing the 
interesting feature of the a-a interaction. Also, this will form a footing of 
elucidating the experimentally discQvered quasi-molecular states between heavy 
ions.5

) In this paper, a theory is proposed, which gives the essential features of 
the a-a interaction in a simple representation. 

Phenomenologically, the a-a scatteri'ng is reproduced by an energy-independ
ent but angular-momentum-dependent potential which has the features both of the 
outer weak attraction and of the inner strong repulsion.6

) The inner strong 
repulsion is considered to reflect the compositeness of the interacting a-particle, 

*) A preliminary report of this work has been published in this journalJ) 
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as well as the angular-momentum-dependent feature. Theoretically, this scattering 

in the elastic region can be well described by an integro-differential equation of 
the relative motion between a-particles7)~lO) which is derived by the use of the 

resonating group method. ll ) . The nonlocal terms in the equation, which are due 

to the antisymmetrization of all the nucleons, are essential in order to reproduce 
both the angular momentum dependence ?-nd the repulsive effect. 12) Tamagaki 
and Tanaka9

) and Okai and Park10) have obtained a deepel" understanding of these 

features by showing numerically that the relative wave function has the follow

ing characterIstics depending on the relative angular momentum. In the region 

of, the a-a distances smaller than about 2.5 fm, two nodes appear in the S state, 

one node in the D state and no node in the G. and higher states, irrespective 

of the incident energies and of the details of nuclear forces. . Recently it has 
,been shown that this inner nodal behavior is obtained as a consequence of elimi

nation of redundant solutions.9b
) In the Sand D states, the outermost nodal point 

is almost energy-independent and coincides nearly with the edge of the repulsive 

core in the phenomenoiogical a-a potentials. Further, it has been pointed out 
with the aid of the shell modcl that the Pauli principle plays a role for the 
appearance of the inner nodal behavior.13) In the scattering solution between 

3He and a-particle, we can see also the almost energy-ind,ependent inner nodes.~4) . 
Also in 6Li, the bound state solution of the deuteron-a system has one node, 

lacking of the OS-type solution. 15) 

A question may arise. How do the nonlocal terms work in the mimner of 

the inner oscillation arid of the almost enei"gy-independent nodes? Although a 

discussion by use o{ a specific model is given/3
) it is not yet so clarified. The 

mai11 purpose of this paper is to make clear the mechanism of the characteristic 
inner behavior due to the nonlocal terms. . A simple method 'is proposed, which 

is able to comprise the essential features of the complicated nonlocal terms in 

a simple orthogonality condition, without solving directly the integro-differential 
equation, and to give an intuitive understanding of the above mechanism. Let 

us consider the relative states forbidden by the Pauli principle. Then, a role 
of the nonlocal terms must be in excluding the forbidden states, and this will 

produce some dynamical effect on the solution of the integro-differential equation: 

We obtain an orthogonality condition to the forbidden states which are described 

as eigenfunctions of some, kernel derived from only the internal configurations 
of clusters. On the other hand, in the scattering between stable clusters; the 

remainder effects of the nonlocal terms are not so strOJtg, since they originate 
mainly from the allowance of the processes that the constituting nucleons of 
clusters are exchanged each other in their interaction. Thus, in terms of the 
above orthogonality condition, we obtain an approximate equation of the relative 
wave function between stable clusters .. It is shown that the features of the a-a 
scattering are well described by the use of the proposed method. 

In § 2, the formal theory is given, and the role of the nonlocal teni1s du'e 
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to the Pauli principle is clarified. In § 3, it is shown that the orthogonality 

condition due to the exclusion of the forbidde.n states characterizes the inner 
radial behavior of the solution and gives rise to the almost energy-independent 
nodes at low energies. In §4, the a-a. scattering is discussed on the basis of the 

proposed method. In § 5, the conclusions of this paper are summarized. 

§ 2. Formal theory 

We want to describe the elastic scattering at ]o\v energies between two 
composite particles, taking .into account the complete· antisymmetrization. 

Let 7Jf be the total wave function of the interacting composite particles In 
which n nucleons constitute an incoming particle and N-n nucleons constitute a 
target particle (N - n>n). Following Feshbach,16) 'Ye introduce the operator .p, 
which projects an N-body wave function into the component that both particles 

occupy their ground states, and another projection operator 0 = 1-P. Then, the 
relative wave function, denoted by u, between the unexcited particles is obtained as 

. P7Jf=A{u(Ro) CPo (1, 2, "', N)}, (2 ·1) 

where A means the antisymmetrization of all the nucleons, rpo IS the product of 

the antisymmetrized ground state wave functions XA and XB: 

rpo(l, 2, "', N) =XA(I, 2, "', n)XB(n+ 1, "', N), (2 ·2) 

and Ro means the relative coordinate between the center-of-mass coordinates 

rA(I, 2, "', n) and rB(n+l, "', N). The wave function p7Jf satisfies the .equation 

(2 ·3) 

where E is the total energy of this system and H f IS the effective Hamiltonian 
obtained from the original one 1-1 as 

Hf=PI-IP+PHQ·(------!--- ..... -)OHP. 
E-OHO -

(2 ·4) 

The equation for u. can be obtained from Eqs. (2 ·1) and (2·3) as follows: 

(2·5) 

where the bracket means the integration over the internal coordinates of CPo in 

the bra. By performing the integration of Eq. (2·5), we obtain local and 11on

local terms acting on u. The nonlocal terms originate from the antisymmetriza
tion, from the exchange characters of nucleon-nucleon potentials and from the 

second term of Eq. (2·4). 
From the E-term in Eq. (2·5) ,we obtain a kernel K as follows: 

<Ro, CPolA {ucpo} > = u - Ku , 

and K is the overlap kernel given' by 

_ (2 ·6) 
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708 S. Saito 

n 

K(Ro, Ro') = ~ (- y+lcj<Ro, ¢oIRo', ¢j), (2 ·7) 
j=l 

where j denotes the number .of the permuted nucleons due to the antisymmetri

zation, Cj the total number of such permutations, normalized as Co = 1, 

_ n! (N-n)! 
C . - ----------- • ---------------

J j!(n-j)! j!(N-n-j)!' 
(2·8) 

and ¢j the permuted wave function defined by 

¢j=XA(n+ 1, "', n+-j, j+ 1, "., n)XB(I, ''', j, n+ j+ 1, "', N). (2 ·9) 

Each of the brackets in Eq. (2·7) operates on U as follows: 

(2 ·10) 

where the internal coordinates of ¢o are transformed into the relative coordinate 
R j corresponding to the configuration of ¢j and into the other independent 
variables ri(j). With the use of the above notations, the equation for u can be 

described as follows: 

E(I-K)u=Hfu, 

where the reduced operator Hf is defined as 

(2 ·11) 

(2 ·12) 

Let us consider the eigenstatcs U a of the overlap kernel K given by Eq. (2·7), 

following Feshbach16
) who investigated it in the case of the nucleon-nucleus 

system: 

(2 ·13) 

Since K is hermitian and is bounded, the eigenfunctions U a span an orthonormal 

set which is not necessarily complete. The eigenvalues Aa are real and IAal>1. 
In terms of the normalized U a , the kernel K can be expanded as follows:. 

(2 ·14) 

When Aex is equal to unity, special considerations are required. In this case, 
these eigenfunctions denoted by Ual satisfy 

(2 ·15) 

From Eq. (2 ·15) and the definition of K in Eq. (2·6), we can prove16
) 
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(2 ·16) 

Consequently, the relative states Ual are mapped upon the zero vector- in the 

N-body system, and should be excluded completely from the relative wave func

tion U.
17

) We call them the forbidden states. 

In the system composed of a nucleon and of a many-body system described 

by a Slater determinant, the forbidden states are just the ones occupied by the 
nucleons of the many-body system16

) and the other eigenfunctions of Eq. (2 ·13) 
have the eigenvalues of infinity: 

K = ~ IU a l><U a ll. (2 ·17) 
al C=occupied) 

In the system composed of two composite particles, two cases are considered; 

the case where we. can find Ual with Aal = land the case where we cannot. 
When each state of the composite particles is described by the pure harmonic 

oscillator shell model with the same strength of the potential, we can always 

find the forbidden states as follows : Let us pack all the nucleons making up the 

system into the above common harmonic oscillator well without taking account 

of the Pauli principle and take the relative state between the composite particles. 
with the original internal states out of the above fictitious many-body state. They 
are just the forbidden states as eigenfunctions of the overlap kernel (see § 4). 
In a more general description for each state of the composite particles, we cannot 

find the eigenfunctions of the overlap kernel with the eigenvalues equal exactly 
to unity.lS) In this case, any relative state is not forbidden completely and the 

Pauli principle plays a role as the partial exclusion from the relative wave func
tion. It is to be noted that many of such cases can be transformed into the case 

of the above-mentioned harmonic oscillator shell model by changing the internal 

wave functions without serious modifications. We shall restrict our discussions 

into the case that the above-defined kernel K has the eigenvalues Aa = 1, since 

the effect of the Pauli principle for the scattering of composite particles is shown 
straightforward. 

It is shown that the operator Hf in Eq. (2 ·12) excludes Ual from the 

operand, as well as (1-,- K) does. From Eqs. (2 ·12) and (2 ·16), we obtain 

n 

Hf lu a l> = L: ( - iCj<Ro, ¢olHflual (Rj) ¢j> 
j=O 

=0, (2 ·lSa) 

and, In a similar way, we get 

where we have used the completely symmetrical property of H f . By use of the 
projection operators r and A = 1-r as follows: 
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Eqs. (2 ·18) are summarized with the relation 

Hj=AHfA. 

Therefore, we can rewrite Eq. (2 ·11) for u as 

EA (1 ~ K) Au = AHfAu . 

(2 ·19) 

(2 ·20) 

(2·21) 

So, the solution we seek is- Au. It may be noted that, since AU~l = 0, a general 
solution of Eq. (2·21) involves Ual with arbitrary weights which do not depend 
on the energy E and also on the two-nucleon potentials, viz. Ual appear as re
d undant sol utions.17) 

We consider the scattering between stable clusters, neglecting the second 
term of the Hamiltonian (2·4) which allows the excitations and breaking-up of 

the clusters in the intermediate states and may be treated as complex potentials. 
LetEB be the sum of the binding energies of the two clusters. Then, from Eq. 

(2 ·11) we obtain 

n 

(E-EB) (u-Ku) = I~J - /cj<Ro, CPoIH-EBlu (R j) cPj) (2·22a) 
j=O 

n 

= ~(-YCj<Ro, CPoITRj + Vjlu (Rj ) cPj)· (2·22b) 
j=O . 

In Eq. (2· 22b) , T R IS the kinetic operator for the relative coordinate R: 

ft2 
T R = -PR2

, (2·23a) 
2/t 

where /.L .is the reduced mass for the two clusters. V f is the sum of the interac
tions between two clusters and is defined by 

Vf = ~Vaj,~j' (2·23b) 
aj,fi} 

where Va,~ is two-nucleon potential, exj denote n + 1,"', n + j, j+ 1, . ", n, and {3j 

denote 1, "',j, n+j+I, "', N.· By virtue of the overlap kernel Kin Eq. (2:7), 
the kinetic part in Eq. (2· 22b) is obtained as follows: 

n 

~ ( - YCf<Ro, CPolT Rjlu(RJ cPj) 
j=O 

(2 ·24) 

On the other hand, we separate the interaction part in Eq. (2· 22b) into the local 
and nonlocal terms: 

n 

~ ( - )jcj<Ro, cpo I Vflu (RJ CPf) 
f=O 

(2 ·25) 
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n 

~ ( - )jcj<Ro, cpo I Vflu (RJ CPf) 
f=O 

(2 ·25) 
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where these terms may depend on the spin variables. Substituting: Eqs. (2·24) 
and (2·25) into Eq. (2·22b), we get 

(Eo-TR- Vn(R))u(R) 

= ~ K(R, R') (Eo-TR,)u(R')dR' -,-- ~ G(R, R')u(R')dR', (2·26) 

where Eo, the relative energy in the center-of-mass system, is E - EB • From 
Eq. (2·21), the operators in Eq. (2·26) should be put between the projection 
operator A: 

A(Eo-T- Vv)Au=A(EoK-I<.T-G)Au, (2·27) 

where T denotes the kinetic operator. In more details, the local and nonlocal 
terms in Eq. (2·26) are connected witl~ each other. as follows: 

and 

<UaljVn=<UaljG, 

<ual\IT=<uadKT 

(2·28a) 

(2·28b) 

(T+ Vn) jUal)= (KT+G) jUal), (2·28c) 

where Eq. (2· 28h) is a trivial one. The projection operator A in Eq. (2·27) 
gives the effect of . the Pauli principle; which excludes, such states as satisfy 
Eq. (2 ·16). It may be considered that the nonlocal terms play the role in 
Eq. (2·26), firstly, as bringing about the projection operator A through the 
relations (2·28), and that the remainder role is mainly in allowing: the processes 
that, as the consequences of the antisymmetrization and of the exchange characters 
of two-nucleon potentials, the spatial configurations of the constituting nucleons 
are exchanged between clusters through the interactions of the type of the ordinary 
forces obtained by integrating over all the spin and isospin coordinates. The 
latter effects are regarded as small in the case of the scattering of stable clusters, 

. as we can see from· the case of the a-a scattering discussed in § 4, and will 
compete with those of the processes concerning the excitations of clusters which 
we have neglected. When the incident energies Eo are not very large, the terms 
EoAKA and AKT A on the right-hand side of Eq. (2·27) are not: so essential: 
AKA can be expanded as follows: 

(2 ·29) 

and the absolute values of Aa (~1) are considered I to be quite large (see § 4) . 
The term AGA causes the above-mentioned exchange processes. Based on the 
above. discussion, we can neglect~ as a fiJ7st approximation, the right-hand side of 
Eq. (2·27). Then we get 

(2·30) 
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712 S. Saito 

in which the effect of the Pauli principle is essentially included in terms of A. 
The local potential Vn is regarded as· the average potential between the two 

'clusters. Now, since a general solution of Eq. (2·30) has the redundant solutions 
Ual, we drop Ual from u. Then, Eq. (2·30) can be replaced by the following 
one: 

(Eo-T- Vn)u= - ~IUal)<UalIT+ Vnlu), (2·31) 
al 

where any solution U satisfies <uall u) = 0 and the redundant solutions are naturally 
removed. Equation (2·31) is our final equation which describes the scattering 

between stable clusters in the case that the Pauli principle plays a dominant role 

in their interaction. 
The physical meaning of Eq. (2·31) is very simple. Suppose we seek a 

solution of the Schrodinger equation 

This solution is required to satisfy the Pauli principle in the total system. This 

constraint gives the supplementary condition for the relative wave function u: 

(2 ·33) 

Therefore, instead. of Eq. (2· 32), it is appropriate to use the variational principle 

with respect to the operator Eo - T - Vn, taking account of the supplementary 

condition (2·33). In this case, the Euler-Lagrange equation IS 

(Eo-T~ Vn)u=I: CalUal. (2· 34) 
al 

The Lagrange multipliers Cal are determined by the condition (2·33): 

Cal=-<UalIT+ Vnlu). (2 ·35) 

Thus, we obtain Eq. (2·31). Consequently, the nonlocal terms of Eq. (2·31) 
are understood as due to the supplementary condition (2·33). 

§ 3. Origin of the inner oscillation 

The solution of the integro-differential equation for a-a scattering has the 

almost energy-independent nodes in the inner region of the relative wave function, 
and this inner behavior is the origin of the effective repulsive core in the phe
nomenological a-a potential. In ihis section we show that the almost energy
independent inner behavior originates essentially from the condition that the 
relative wave function should- be orthogonal to the forbidden states Ual. 

Let us consider an example of S-state scattering of two clusters in which 
the Pauli principle excludes only one state Ual from the relative wave function. 

We assume that the relative motion of this system is described by the equation 
. (2·31): 
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<Xl 

( 
2 d

2
) (. ( d

2 
.), k +dR2 - V (R) Ru(R) =RUal(R) J RUal(R) -dR2 - V (R) Ru(R)dR, 

o 

(3 ·1) 

where k is the relative wave vector and V = (2/1/h2) YD' The radial for'm of 
the forbidden state Ual is assumed as follows :*) 

Ual (R) = (4aSY/2. e-aR
• (3·2) 

In order to clarify the effect of the orthogonal condition for the relative 
wave function u, we consider a special case in which the contribution of the 
average potential' VD is small. If we put VD=O, the scattering solution of Eq. 
(3 ·1), can be solved as follows: 

where Cal is given by 

<Xl 

) 
d2 

Cal = RUal (R) ---Ru (R) dR 
dR2 

o 

Sa4
• (a2 + k2Yk 

-(-a-2 +-k-2)-S -+-2-a-2-(-a-2 + k2)2 + Sa-4-( a-2-+-k2) _ 16a 6 • 

(3·3) 

(3·4) 

Irrespective of the momentum k, the solution U (R) in Eq. (3·3) satisfies the 
orthogonal condition 

<Xl 

) (Rual) (Ru) dR = 0 . (3 ·5) 
o 

The solutions Ru (R) are plotted against the distance R in Fig. 1 at k = 0.2, 
O.S and 2.0 fm-\ where the size parameter of the forbidden state given by Eq. 
(3·2) is taken as a = 2.0 fm- l and u (R) are normalized as having unit amplitudes at 
infinity. As we can see from Fig. 1, u (R) have a characteristic node in the 
inner :region and the nodal point is almost energy-independent. It is clear that 
the constraint condition (3·5) . due to the Pauli principle imposes the nodal point 
upon the wave function u (R) in the inner region where the forbidden state Ual 
is appreciable .. At the inside of this nodal point the amplitude of the wave 
function is very small at low momentum, and outside the nodal point' u (R) 
nearly coincides with free wave which is "pushed out" as if a hard core existed 
in the inner region. The phase shift 0 of this scattering is given by the relation 

16a5k tano= ----- . . . 
(a2 + k2y + 2a2 (a2 + k2y + Sa4 (a2 + k2) -16a6 (3·6) 

*) The suitableness of this form will be seen in the case of thea:-a: system in §4. 
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k=O.8(frii1) 

k=O.2(frri) 

-1.0 

Fig. 1. Solutions Rl!(R) of Eq. (3'3) with 
a= 2.0 fm -1 plotted against the distance Rat 
k=0.2, O.Sand 2.0 fm- 1• They ~re n'ormalized 
to have unit amplitudes at infinity. The 
dash'ed line shows the radial dependence of 
RUa1 in Eq. (3· 2) with the length param
eter a=2.0 fm- 1. The normalization of Uo:1 

is arbitrary. 

o 0 (deg) 
180 

~.O 
Fig. 2. Phase shifts 8 obtained from Eq. (3·6) 

are plotted against kia, which are normalized 
as 8 (kla= 00) =0. The dashed line shows the 
kia-dependence of the hard sphere scattering 
case which is extraporated from that of Eq. 
(3·6) at small k, and is normalized to 1800 

at k=O, for convenience' sake . 

. At small k, the phase shift 0 1S approximately equ~l to 

0= - 16 k 
5a ' 

(3·7) 

which means the scattering by the hard sphere ,vith the core radius rc = 16/5a. 
The phase shifts 0 obtained by Eq. (3·6) are shown in Fig. 2 and compared with 
those of the hard sphere scattering in Eq. (3·7). From Fig. 2, we can see that 

the scattering at small k is entirely equivalent to the hard sphere scattering. 

On the other' hand, at high momentum, the scattering is unlike the hard sphere 

scattering, since tan 0 'approaches gradually to zero as 1/k5
• The situation is as' 

follows:' since an incident wave-length at lovv momentum is large in co~nparlson 
with the range of the forbidden state Ual, the orthogonality condition (3·5) gives 

a strong constraint to the solution and the nodal point is almost e1~ergy-inde
pendent. On the contrary, at high momentum, an incident wave oscillates inside 
the range of the forbidden state. Then, the orthogonal condition (3·5) becomes 

"veak. This indicates that the effective repulsIve core due to the Pauli principle 
disappears as increasing the incident energies, *) as shown in the energy depend

et1ce of the phase shifts. 
Next, we show that the presence of the potential VD does not largely modify 

the above-mentioned inner behavior of the solution of Eq. (3 ·1), if V D is not so 

strong. For v, we assume the following square well potential: 

vCR) = -Va, 

~o 

for R<b, 

'for R>b. 
(3 ·8) 

Figure 3 shows the solutions Ru (R) of Eq. (3 ·1) with the potential (3·8), 

*) Otsuki, Tamagaki and Yasuno13) have discussed th~ origin of the effective repulsive core by 
use of a specific model, and their qualitative arguments for the effective repulsive core h:we derived 
almost the same re~:;ults ~s those we h;:t,ve obtained, 
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where we have used the parameters 
Vo = 1 fm -2 and b = 4 fm and the poten
tial gives one bound state if the right
hand side of Eq. (3 ·1) is absent. The 
inner oscillation and the almost energy
.independent node at low energies are 
sho\vn in Fig. 3 and the wave func
tion outside the nodal point is "pulled 
in" by the attractive potential. 

1.0 k=2.0(firi) 

~------"'- k=;:2(frri) R(fm) 
0~==~~~~~~~·=-·~~~5~~ 

-1.0 
~firi) 

We conclude that the inner be-

Fig. 3. S()lution Ru(R) of Eq. (3·1) plotted 
against the distance R, where vCR) is the 
square well potential (3,8) with the param
eters vo=1.0fm- 2 and b=4.0fm, and the 

havior of the wave function is ruled 
by the orthogonal condition to the for
bidden state and that the wave function 
with the appearance of the almost 

length parameter of the forbidden stafes U a l 

is the same as that of the case in Fig. 1. 
Also, . Ru(R) are normalized to have. unit 
amplitudes at infinity. 

energy-independent inner' oscillation is essentially described by our basic equation 
(2·31). 

§ 4. a-a scattering 

4.1) The o'verlap kernel and its eigenfunctions· 

In our notation the internal wave function of two a particles is denoted by 

¢o (1, 2~ ... , 8) = XA (1234) XB (5678). (4· i) 

The wave function of the a particle is ·assumed to be in the ISO state, and the 
spatial part cp to be of the following form: 

cp (1234) = exp [- -~- t rlJ, 
. 2 i=l 

(4·2) 

where the internal coordinates ri a~e measured from the center-of-mass coordinate 
of the a particle: ri=ri-t~J=l rj (i=1, 2, 3,4). For the assumed configuration 
of the a particle, the overlap kernel defined by Eq. (2·7) is 

K (R, R') = 32· (~C£) 3/2 • exp [- -~-aR2 + -~aR . R' ~ ~!LaRI2J 
3n . 3 , 3 3· 

(a) 3/2 - 24·.- ·exp [- aR2 - aR'2] , 
2n .. 

where Rand R' are the relative coordinates between a particles. 
geneous integral equation with the above kernel is 

, U a (R) = Aa ~ K (R, R') U a (R') dR< 

The eigenfunctions U a (R) can be solved for each partial wave; 

(4·3) 

The homo-

(4·4) 
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(4·5) 

where YLM(Q) IS the spherical harmonics. The radial function unL(R) is given 
by 

(4·6) 

where n are non-negative integers,.' L n<L+l/2) the Laguerre polynomials, and CnL 

the normalization constants. . The eigenfunctions UnL (R) span a complete ortho

normal set, and are just the solutions of the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian: 

[ 
n2 ( d 2 L (L + 1))' 1 2 2J _ _ '-"-"- ,- --- + ------ + ... -jJ{J) R U L - (2n + L + 3/2) n{J)· u L 2 dR2 ' R2 2 n n J , jJ . 

(4·7) 

where jJ is the reduced mass of two a particles and 0) = 2an/ /1. n corresponds 

to the number of the radial nodes ofunL (R). The corresponding eigenvalues 
}'nL of Eq. (4·4) are given by 

AnL=4n- 1 ·2L+i·On,oOL,o. (4·8) 

Therefore, there appear two forbidden states Uoo and UIO in S-state, and one forbidden 
state U02 in D-state, these having the eigenvalues AnL = 1. These forbidden states 
are easily seen to correspond. to the spurious states in the eight-nucleon system, 
where more than four nucleons occupy OS state in a harmonic oscillatDr of Be8

•
13

),19) 

It should be noted that the eigenvalues except unity are considerably large. 

4.2) The integra-differential equation 

The nucleon-nucleon potential is assumed to be of the following Gaussian 

type: 

(4·9) 

where Pi~' P[j and prj are a spin, an isospin, and a space exchange operators, 
respectively, between nucleons i and j. The integro-differential, equation for the 

relative wave function between a particles can be derived as follows: 

00 

[-:;-Cf~2--fitt-~) +Eo~ Vn(R) }lh(R) =) kL(R, R')@L(R')dR', 
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(4·5) 
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•
13

),19) 
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Interaction between Clusters and Pauli Principle 717 

The nonlocal potential kL (R, R') in Eq. (4 ·10) has been given in references 8) 
and 20) .*) Since UnL are the complete orthonormal functions, we can expand 
(Ih, Vn and kL in Eq. (4 ·10) in terms of UnL as follows: 

en 

Eo<ml(/)L) =:E <mITL + VD+ kLln)<nl(/)L), 
n=O 

w here the ket In) denotes the eigeilvector UnL, and T L the kinetic operator 

TL=1: (--1~2-+-Ll~;I)_). (4 ·14) 

If we put the kinetic and eliergy-dependent part in the right-h().nd side of Eq. 

(4 ·13) into the left, we get 

Eo ( 1 ~ ~ ) < ni I (/) L) - < miT Lim) ( 1 --~-) < m I (/) L) 
lmL lmL 

- (1 - --~--) < miT Lim + 1) < m + 11 (/) L) - < miT Lim - 1) ( 1 - _____ 1 __ ) < m - 11 (/) L) 
, lmL - lm-1L 

en 

=:E <mIGLln)<nl(/)L), 
-n=O 

where GL consists of V D and of the force-dependent term In kL • 

following properties for the forbidden states 

<OIGoln)=<nIGoIO)=,O, 

<lIGoln) = <nIGoll) =0, 

<0IG2 In) =<nIG2 10) =0, 

(4 ·15) 

GL has the 

(4·16a) 

(4·16b) 

(4·16c) 

where In) denotes an arbitrary state. The energy and kinetic tenus of Eq. (4 ·15), 
the left-hand side, have the same properties as those 01 GL in. Eqs. (4 ·16), 
because of the factor (1 -1/ lmL) . These vanishing properties of the operators 
for the forbidden states are no other than the relation (2·20) derived in § 2. 

We have seen in Eq. (4·8) that the eigenvalues lnL are considerably large 
except the case lnL = 1. Therefore, as a reasonable approximation, we may drop 

the terms multiplied by 1/ }'nL (for lnL> 1) in the energy- and kinetic-operators 
of _Eq. (4 ·15). Then, the left-hand side of Eq; (4 ·15) becomes 

AL (Eo - T L) AL(/) L , (4 ·17) 

where the projection operator AL is defined by A£=I-TL and 

T L= :E In)<nl for L=O, (4·18a) 
n=O,l 

= 10)<01 for L=2, (4·18b) 

=0 for L>4. (4·18c) 

*) Since the wave function of the a-particle is assumedin Eq. (4·2), kL is derived from Eq. (2, 22a) 
directly. 
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718 S. Saito 

On the other hand, on account of the relations .given by Eq. (4·16), the right

hand side of Eq. (4 ·15) is 

(4 ·19) 

If the nonlocal terms 111 G L between ALare small; 

(4·20) 

we will obtain Eq. (2·30) derived in § 2. 
For the states other than the forbidden ones, GL takes the following form*) 

(for m>n): 

<m I GLI,,) ~7[;"n'(;;£(i~!?7~)~ rifn2~~i+3;2)l (2: J 'I' ( 4 ~12J m+n+L 

X {[V(E)+ vr(0)Jfl1~n(3+2x) + [V(E)- V(0)Jf~n(3+x) 

- [VeE) +3V(0)J.t:~~n(1+x) - [VeE) -:-3V(0)Jf;,n(l) 

with the definitions 

VeE) =3VCE) + 3VCSE), 

V(O) = VCO) + 9V(30), 

(4·21) 

(4·22) 

(4·23) 

(4· 24) 

and the ratio x=a//3, where T(z) is the Gamma function, 2F1 (a, b; c;y) is the 
hypergeometric function, and VC E), for example, specifies the strength of the' 

potential (4·9) in the singlet-even N-N state. For m<n, the last term in Eq~ 
(4·21) is replaced by the term that m andn are exchanged. The first term in 
Eq. (4·21) is the contribution frori1 V J), and the others are those from the force

dependent nonlocal potential in kL • . No:w, let us consider the ca,se that the N-N 
potential (4· 9) is of the type used in references' 8) and 10). Then, the N-N 
potential has the weak odd-state forces; the strength VCE) ,VeE),' VCO) and 
V(30) are - 45.9, -72.98, 1.47 and 0.83 MeV, respectively,9b) with the force 

range parameter /3=0.46 fm-2. In this' case, VJ) is strongly attractive, and the 

main term in GL is the contribution from VI), the first term in Eq. (4·21). The 
nonlocal terms in GL have large contributions for operating on: only the forbidden 
sta~es and exactly cancel the contribution from VI)' Therefore, Eq.(2· 30) , ap
proximates well Eq. (4 ·10), comprising the main effect of the complicated non
local terms of Eq. (4 ·10) . into the use of the projection operator AL • Recently, 
Tamagaki9b) has shown that a strong" short-range repulsion in, the 30 force, 
which is favorable· for the behavior of the N-N interaction at higher energies, 

*) In Eq. (4·21), the terms which operate on only the forbidden states are omitted. 
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Interaction· between Clusters and Pauli Principle 719 

makes V D much weaker or even repulsive. In this case, the above argument 

cannot be applied. However, \'ve can see from Eq. (4·21) that the contributions 
from the N-N odd states cancel with each other in· GL at the limiting ca$e' of 

the short range (x~ 0) . Therefore, even in this case, the a pproxima tion (4·20) 
is considered to be good, provided that V D is taken from only the: contribution 

due to the even-state N-N forces, for the short range ones. 

4.3) The solutions of the ajJproximate equation (2·31) applied to the a-a 
scattering 

From the above arguments, one 

can ~obtain, as the equation of the 

relative motion between a-particles, 

(Eo- T L- V D ) ({JL=-TL(TL+VD ) (/h, 
(4·25) 

:where we have dropped the redundant 

solutions10
) which are Uoo, Uio and U02' 

Equation (4·25) can be solved numeri

cally as the superposition of the solu

tions of the following differential equa
tions (for L = 0): 

(Eo-To- VD )1;(O) =0 , (4·26a) 

(Eo-To- V D )1;(l)=UOO, (4·26b) 

(Eo - To - V D ) 1;(2) = UIO, (4· 26c) 

and the coefficients of the superposition 

are determined by the conditions 

<0 I ({Jo> = 0 and <11 ({Jo> = O. Hitherto, the 
contl~ibutions of the Coulomb potential 

has not been discussed. ,In the follow
ing, the direct pareO) of those is in

cluded into V D' Figure 4 shows the 

radial dependence of ([J L, the solution 

of Eq. (4·25), at the energies in the 

Laboratory system E Lab = 2, 9.88 and 

28.9 Me V, where the parameters of the 

N-N force in Eq. (4·9) are taken as 

Vo= -72.98 MeV and 13=0.46 fm- 2 

with the pure Serber type and the size 
parameter of a-particle is taken. as 
a = 0.535 fm- 2

•
8),lO) As we have seen 

1.0 L=O 

1.0 
L=2 

0 
.~ 

~ 
.~------ .... ---

''''4 ;'-----_ 3 

-l.0 

1.0 ------........ 

-1.0 
--- £LOb = 2MeV 
-----.- II = 9.88MeV 
_._- II = 28.9 MeV 

Fig. 4. Relative wave functior( (]) L(R) between a. 
particles, the solution of Eq. (4·25),plotted 
against· the relative distance R between a
particles at L=O, 2 and 4 states. The N-N 
forces are taken from references 8) and 10) 
with the pure Serber mixture and the size 
parameter of the a-particle in Eq. (4,2) is 
taken as a=O.535 fm- 2• The solid, the dash
ed and the dashed and dotted lines show 
(])L(R) at the energies in the Laboratory 
system ELab=2, 9.88 and 28.9 MeV, respec
tively. They are normalized to unit at 
R=3.0fm. 
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A ~ iC=4 
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Fig. 5. . a-a scattering phase shifts 0 L calculated from Eq. (4·25), 
where the parameters are the same as those· in Fig. 4. Also, 
the solutions of the phase shift analysis are shown. As for the 

. dotted line, see the text. 

111 § 3, the solution (J) L 

for L=O and for L=2 
has. the almost energy

independent inner nodes 

on account of the 

orthogonality condition 

to the forbidden states. 

In Fig. 5, the energy

dependence of the corre

sponding phase shifts 0 L 

is compared with that 

of the experimental ones 

at L = 0, 2 and 4 states. 

We obtain afairly good 

agreement. Thus, it can 

be concluded that the 

essential features of the 
a-a scattering are given 

by the orthogonality 

condition and by the 

strongly attractive po

tential Vn , through the equation of motion (4·25). Our above solution is, some

what, pushed out in the outer region, as seen from the energy-dependence of OL 
in Fig. 5. This will be due to the neglect of the nonlocal terms in Eq. (4 ·21). The 

main term of those is the second one of Eq. (4: 21), which originates from the 

exchange of one-nucleon of each a-particle, and is attl"active. The dotted line 

in .Fig. 5 shows the phase shifts 00 at L = ° obtained with the strength of Vn 
increased by ten percent. . As seen from the agreement with the experimental 

values, it will be possible to· obtain· further agreement with the inclusion of the 

above-mentioned one-nucleon exchange contribution. 

§ 5. Concluding remarks 

A theory is derived in § 2, which takes up firstly the effect of the Pauli 
principle in describing the scattering between stable clusters. 

The role of the Pauli principle is to exclude the characteristic states Ual 

which satisfy Eq. (2 ~ 16), from the relative wave function u. Ual are obtained 
as the eigenfunctions of the homogeneous integral equation (2 ·13) which is 

derived from only the internal configurations of clusters. Only for the functions 
orthogonal to these forbidden states Uah the equation of motion for U is meaningful, 
as seen from Eq. (2·21). The peculiarity for Ual in the equation is brought 

. about by the nonlocal terms due to the antisymmetrization. 
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If the couplings to their excited states and to the breaking-up ones are very 

weak, the relative wave function U is given, as a first approximation, by the 

integro-differential equation (2·26). In the equation, the effects of the nonlocal 
terms consist of the exclusion due to the Pauli principle and of those of allowing 
the processes that the constituting nucleons of clusters are exchanged with each 

other in their interaction. When the latter effects of the nonlocal terms are 

small,~ the equation (2·26) reduces to a simple one (2·31), where the complicated 
nonlocal terms are replaced into the use of the projection operator which ex

cludes Ual from the operand. In the case of a-a scattering, it is shown that the 

nonlocal ~erms work mainly as the exclusion of Ual and that the other effects of 

those are small. So, Eq. (2·31) is regarded as the basic equation of the relative 

state between stable clusters. The meaning of this equation is simple. Two 

clusters interact through the average potential V.D between the two, on the sup

plementary conditiOn that the relative wave function should be orthogonal to the 

forbidden wave functions Ual which spread in only the overlapping region of two 

clusters. 

The dynamical effect produced by the orthogonality condition is demonstrated 

in § 3. On account of the orthogonality condition to Uah the relative wave func
tion oscillates in the inner region, and the nodal point is almost energy-independent 

at low energies. Inside the nodal point, the amplitude is very small, while the 

outside wave function behaves as if scattered by a hard core .. At higher energies, 

where an incident wave oscillates in the range of Ual, the orthogonality condition 

becomes weak. So, the energy-independence of the nodal point becomes invalid 

and the effective repulsive core disappears. 
Following the proposed theory, the a-a scattering is analyzed. In this case, 

the forbidden states Ual are OS, IS and OD states. It is expected that: the solution 
has two nodes for S state, one node for D state and no nodal behavior for higher 

states. The energy-dependence of the a-a phase shifts calculated froin Eq. (2·31) 

considerably well agree with that of the experimental ones. Thus, it is indicated 
that the features of the a-a scattering, the inner strong repulsion and the outer 

weak attraction, are due to the orthogonality condition originated from' the Pauli 
principle and to the attractive average potential V.D originated from the attraction 

of the even-state N-N potentials. 

In the discussion of this paper, we have restricted ourselves to the case that 

the overlap kernel defined by Eq. (2·7) has the -eigenvalues Aa exactly equal to 

unity. Further extention of this theory, however, is possible. In the case that 
any Aa is not exactly equal to unity, the wave function of two clusters in Eq. 
(2·2) does not have such states as those excluded completely from the relative 
wave function U, but has states excluded partially. Thus, the Pauli principle 

plays a role as the partial exclusion of some states from U 111 the scattering 
between such clusters, and the orthogonality condition will be smeared as an 

. approximate one. 
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that the features of the a-a scattering, the inner strong repulsion and the outer 

weak attraction, are due to the orthogonality condition originated from' the Pauli 
principle and to the attractive average potential V.D originated from the attraction 

of the even-state N-N potentials. 

In the discussion of this paper, we have restricted ourselves to the case that 

the overlap kernel defined by Eq. (2·7) has the -eigenvalues Aa exactly equal to 

unity. Further extention of this theory, however, is possible. In the case that 
any Aa is not exactly equal to unity, the wave function of two clusters in Eq. 
(2·2) does not have such states as those excluded completely from the relative 
wave function U, but has states excluded partially. Thus, the Pauli principle 

plays a role as the partial exclusion of some states from U 111 the scattering 
between such clusters, and the orthogonality condition will be smeared as an 
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Various applications of the theory may be possible 111 scattering problems 
between heavy particles and in bound state problems. 
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